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Local Rules & Etiquette

LOCAL RULES
Obstructions
Immovable

Paved and / or paved roads.

Parterres of plants with bark and / or cork with wooden edges.

Trees with tutors and / or winds of recent plantation.

Moveable
The stones of the bunkers.

Land under repair
All those areas of the field marked with white lines and / or blue stakes.

Deep tracks of tractors and machinery.

Tree plantations of recent plantation.

Sand area around the drainage wells.
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ETIQUETTE
Play always without delay. Leave the green when all players have finished the hole.

Let the players go faster than you.

Replace the chops, fix the “piques” on the green and footsteps in the bunker.

The Club reserves the right to withdraw players who do not comply with the rules
from the field.

Recessed ball

It extends to the route. See page 134 (appendix l) a. relief for recessed ball.

Off limits

Beyond any wall, fence, white stakes and fence posts that define the boundary of the
field.

When the out of bounds are defined by white stakes or fencing posts (excluding
angled supports) the line joining the closest internal points, at ground level, of these
stakes or posts define the limit. A ball is out of bounds when all of it lies on that line.

When there is a white line, it defines the limits. A ball is out of bounds when all of it
lies on or on that line.

Mandatory Drop

In 3rd hole there will be an obligatory dropping zone on the left margin of the road
before the ravine.

Water hazards
Marked with stakes or yellow and red lines.

10th hole zone water side to the left of the street height drop first hit.

PENALTY FOR INFRINGEMENT OF THESE LOCAL RULES: Stroke Play; Two hits.
* The use of any type of measuring device is allowed.
* Use of buggy allowed.



Prohibited the use of shoes with nails.

Strictly forbidden to practice in the field.

Dress code

If you do not dress appropriately, you will not be allowed to enter the course.

 Acceptable
Polo shirts with sleeves.

Shorts or long dressmaking.

Regulatory golf shoes.

  Unacceptable
Sports shirts or tracksuits.

T-shirts on the outside of the pants.

Sports pants, swimsuits or jeans, short or long.

Sneakers or sandals.
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